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Introduction

No later than the summer of 2008, I gave a few public talks about the future of the web. Customers who hired me at the time heard from this expert voice that the web of the (near) future would be significantly different than what it was looking like in 2008. At the time, the brilliant future of the web seemed to be in the hands of compiled code run from within the browser.

*JavaScript? It’s dead, at last! ASP.NET? It’s gone, thankfully!*

The future as I saw it back then (along with many other experts) had only rich-client technologies in store for millions of us. And Microsoft Silverlight stood at the center of the new web universe.

If you started hibernating in 2008 and woke up any time in the past three or even four years, you found a different world than I, or possibly you, had imagined. It was solidly server-side-based and different from what the expectations were. Today, you find a web world in which JavaScript reigns and, with it, a ton of ad hoc tools and frameworks.

Customers who paid good money to hear my expert voice back in 2008 tell them to invest in Silverlight are now paying good money to switch back more or less to where they were in 2008.

Well, not exactly.

This book comes at a weird time, but it’s not a weird book. Two decades of web experience taught us that real revolutions happen when, mostly due to rare astral alignments, a bunch of people happen to have the same programming needs. So it was for Ajax, and so it is today for responsive and interactive front ends. JavaScript has been revived because it is the simplest way for programmers to achieve goals. And because it is still effective enough to make solutions easy to sell.

Planning a web solution today means having a solid server-side environment to serve rich and interactive HTML pages, styled with CSS and actioned by JavaScript. Even though a lot of new ad hoc technologies have been developed, the real sticking points with modern applications (which are for the most part web applications) are
domain analysis and the supporting architecture. Everything else revolves around the implementation of a few common practices for a few common tasks, some of which are relatively new requirements—for example, push notifications from the server.

In this book, you will find a summary of practices and techniques that guarantee effective solutions for your customers. The point today is no longer to use the latest release of the latest platform or framework. The point is just to give customers what they really want. Tools to build software exist; ideas and plans make the difference.

Who should read this book

This book exists to help web developers improve their skills. The inspiring principle for the book is that today we mostly write software to mirror a piece of the real world, rather than to bend the real world to a piece of technology.

If you just want to do your day-to-day job better, learning from the mistakes that others made and looking at the same mistakes you made with a more thoughtful perspective, then you should definitely read this book.

Assumptions

This book assumes you are familiar with the Microsoft web stack. This experience can range from having done years of Web Forms development to being a JavaScript angel. The main focus is ASP.NET MVC, because that will be the standard with ASP.NET Core and remain so for the future of the ASP.NET platform. Here are some key goals for readers of the book: learning a method general enough so that you can start development projects with a deep understanding of the domain of the problem, select the right approach, and go forward with reliable coding practices.

This book might not be for you if...

If you’re looking for a step-by-step guide to some ASP.NET MVC or perhaps Bootstrap, this book is probably not the best option you have. It does cover basic aspects of both technologies, but it hardly does that with the necessary slow pace of a beginner book.
Organization of this book

The book is divided in three parts: understanding the business domain, implementing common features, and analyzing the user experience.

Part I offers a summary of modern software architecture, with a brief overview of domain-driven design concepts and architectural patterns. The focus is on the real meaning of the expression *domain model* and examining how it differs from other flavors of models you might work with. Key to effective design today—an approach that weds domain analysis and user experience—is the separation of commands and queries into distinct stacks. This simple strategy has a number of repercussions in terms of persistence model, scalability, and actual implementation.

Part II begins with a summary of the ASP.NET MVC programming model—the way to go for web developers, especially in light of the new ASP.NET Core platform. Next, it covers Bootstrap for styling and structuring the client side of the views and looks at techniques for posting and presenting data.

Part III is all about user experience in the context of web applications. Web content is consumed through various devices and in a number of situations. This creates a need for having adaptive front ends that “respond” intelligently to the requesting devices. In this book, you’ll find two perspectives regarding client responsiveness: a common responsive web design perspective and the server-side device perspective.

So, in the end, what’s this book about?

It’s about what you need to do and know to serve your customers in the best possible way as far as the ASP.NET platform is concerned. At the same time, the practices and the techniques discussed in the book position you well for participating in the bright future of ASP.NET Core.

Finding your best starting point in this book

Overall, I see two main ways to approach the book. One is reading it from cover to cover, paying special attention to software design and architecture first and then taking note of how those principles get applied in the context of common but isolated programming tasks. The other approach consists of treating Part I—the part on software design and architecture—as a separate book and reading it when you feel it is necessary.
If you are relatively new to ASP.NET development but not to web development, ideally, you should read the book cover to cover, and be sure not to skip Chapter 4, “Architectural options for a web solution.”

If you are familiar with ASP.NET MVC or Bootstrap, briefly skim Chapter 8, “Core of ASP.NET MVC,” and Chapter 9, “Core of Bootstrap.” Also, depending on your personal feelings, you might want to also skim Chapter 6, “ASP.NET state of the art,” and Chapter 10, “Organizing the ASP.NET MVC project.” Note that the book provides one chapter about ASP.NET Core, but that is mostly to help you form an idea about it.

If you are interested in practical solutions, read Part II and Part III.

Most of the book’s chapters include hands-on samples you can use to try out the concepts you just learned. No matter which sections you choose to focus on, be sure to download and install the sample applications on your system.

System requirements

To open and run provided examples, you just need a working edition of Microsoft Visual Studio.

Downloads

All sample projects can be downloaded from the following page:

http://aka.ms/ModernWebDev/downloads
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CHAPTER 5

The layered architecture

“We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.”

—Winston Churchill

It has been quite a few years since computer programs have been the result of monolithic software. Monolithic software is an end-to-end sequence of procedural instructions that achieve a goal. While nearly no professional developers or architects would seriously consider writing end-to-end programs today, building monoliths is the most natural way of approaching software development for newbies. Monoliths are not bad per se—it’s whether the program achieves its mission or not that really matters—but monoliths become less and less useful as the complexity of the program grows. In real-world software architecture, therefore, monoliths are simply out of place. And they have been out of place for decades now.

In software, a layer hides the implementation details of a given set of functionality behind a known interface. Layers serve the purpose of Separation of Concerns and facilitate interoperability between distinct components of the same system. In an object-oriented system, a layer is essentially a set of classes implementing a given business goal. Different layers may be deployed to physical tiers, sometimes in the form of services or micro-services available over a known network protocol such as HTTP.

A layer is a segment of software that lives in-process with other layers. Layers refer to a logical, rather than physical, separation between components. The *layered architecture* I present in this chapter is probably the most widely accepted way to mix functionality and business to produce a working system.

**Beyond classic three-tier systems**

You might have grown up with the idea that any software system should be arranged around three segments: the presentation, business, and data layers. The *presentation* segment is made of screens (either desktop, mobile, or web interfaces) used to collect input data and present results. The *data* segment is where you deal with databases and save and read information. The *business* segment is where everything else you need to have fits in. (See Figure 5-1.)
Industry literature mostly refers to the architecture depicted in Figure 5-1 as a three-tier architecture. However, you can allocate segments both on physical tiers and logical layers. It just depends on your needs.

Working with a three-tier architecture today

The three-tier architecture has been around for a long time, but it originated at a time when most business work was either database related or restricted to external components such as mainframes. For the most part, the three-tier architecture uses a single data model that travels from the data store up to the presentation and back.

The architecture certainly doesn’t prevent you from using other flavors of data-transfer objects (DTOs), but for the most part the three-tier architecture is emblematic of just one data model and is database-centric. The challenge you face these days—foreseen by Domain-Driven Design (DDD)—is matching persistence with presentation needs. Even though the core operations of any system remains Create-Read-Update-Delete (CRUD), the way in which business rules affect these core operations require the business layer to take care of way too many data transformations and way too much process orchestration.

Even though a lot of tutorials insist on describing an e-commerce platform as a plain CRUD regarding customers and orders, the reality is different. You never just add an order record to a database. You never have just a one-to-one match between the user interface of an order and the schema of the Orders table. Most likely, you don’t even have the perception of an order at the presentation level. You more likely have something like a shopping cart that, once processed, produces an order record in some database tables.

Business processes are the hardest part to organize in a three-tier mental model. And business processes are not simply the most important thing in software; they’re the thing for which no compromises are possible. At first glance, business processes are the heart of the business tier. However, more often than not, business processes are too widespread to be easily restricted within the boundaries of an architecture that likes to have layers that can easily turn into physical tiers. Different presentation layers can trigger different business processes, and different business processes can refer to the same core behavior and the implementation of a few rules.
Although the meaning of business logic seems to be quite obvious, the right granularity of the reusable pieces of business logic is not obvious at all.

**Fifty shades of gray areas**

In a plain three-tier scenario, where would you fit the logic that adapts data to presentation? And where does the logic that optimizes input data for persistence belong? These questions highlight two significant gray areas that some architects still struggle with these days.

A *gray area* is an area of uncertainty or indeterminacy in some business context. In software architecture, the term also refers to a situation in which the solution to apply is not obvious and the uncertainty originates more from the availability of multiple choices than the lack of tools to solve the problem.

To clear the sky of gray areas, a slightly revisited architecture is in order. When Eric Evans first introduced Domain-Driven Design (which I discuss in Chapter 1, “Conducting a thorough domain analysis”), he also introduced the layered architecture, as depicted in Figure 5-2.

![The layered architecture](image)

**FIGURE 5-2** The layered architecture

The layered architecture has an extra layer and expands the notion of a data-access layer to that of just the provider of any necessary infrastructure, such as data access via object-relational mapping (ORM) tools, implementation of inversion of control (IoC) containers, and many other cross-cutting concerns such as security, logging, and caching.

The business layer exploded into the application and domain layers. This trend is an attempt to clear up the gray areas and make it clear that there are two types of business logic: application and domain. The *application* logic orchestrates any tasks triggered by the presentation. The *domain* logic is any core logic of the specific business that is reusable across multiple presentation layers.

The application layer aligns nearly one-to-one with the presentation layer and is where any UI-specific transformation of data takes place. The domain logic is about business rules and core business tasks using a data model that is strictly business oriented.
The presentation layer

The presentation layer is responsible for providing some user interface to accomplish any necessary tasks. The presentation layer consists of a collection of screens, either HTML forms or anything else. Today, more and more systems have multiple presentation layers. This is an ASP.NET book, so you might think that, at least in the current context, there's just one presentation layer. Not exactly, I'd say.

The mobile web is another presentation layer that must be taken into account for a web application. A mobile web presentation layer, then, can be implemented through responsive HTML templates or a completely distinct set of screens. However, that doesn't change the basic fact that the mobile web is an additional presentation layer for nearly any web application.

The user experience

No matter what kind of smart code you lovingly craft in the middle tier, no applications can be consumed by any users without a presentation front end. Furthermore, no applications can be enjoyable and effective without a well-designed user experience. However, for a long time the presentation layer has been the last concern of developers and architects.

Many architects consider presentation as the less noble part of the system—almost a detail once the business and data-access layers have been fully and successfully completed. The truth is that the presentation, as well as the business logic and data-access code, is equally necessary in a system of any complexity. These days, though, the user experience—the experience the users go through when they interact with the application—is invaluable, as I explained in Chapter 3, "UX-Driven Design."

At any rate, whether you develop the system in a top-down manner (as recommended in Chapter 3) or in a more classic bottom-up fashion, you need to understand the purpose of the presentation. Take a look at Figure 5-3.

![Diagram of presentation layer](image-url)

**FIGURE 5-3** Describing the data that goes into and out of presentation screens
The presentation layer funnels data to the rest of the system, ideally using its own data model that reflects the structure well and organizes the data in the screens. You should render the user interface as an order entity, and not just because you end up storing date in an Orders table. For example, when you submit an order, you typically collect information like the shipping address that might or might not be related to the customer that is paying for the order. And the shipping address doesn’t necessarily get stored with the order. It could be that the shipping address is communicated to the shipping company and the reference number is stored with the order.

Generally speaking, each screen in the presentation that posts a command to the back end of the system groups data into an input model and receives a response using classes in a view model. The input and view models might or might not coincide. At the same time, they might or might not coincide with any data model being used in the back end to perform actual tasks.

The input model
In ASP.NET MVC, any user’s clicking originates a request that a controller class will handle. Each request is turned into an action mapped to a public method defined on a controller class. What about input data?

In ASP.NET, any input data is wrapped up in the HTTP request, either in the query string, in any form-posted data, or perhaps in HTTP headers or cookies. Input data represents the data being posted for the system to take an action on. Whatever way you look at it, it is just input parameters. You can treat input data as loose values and variables, or you can group them into a class acting as a container. The collection of input classes form the overall input model for the application.

As you’ll see in a lot more detail in upcoming chapters, in ASP.NET MVC a component part of the system infrastructure—the model-binding layer—can automatically map sparse and loose variables in the HTTP request to public properties of input model classes. Here are two examples of a controller method that are equally effective:

```csharp
public ActionResult SignIn(string username, string password, bool rememberme) {
   ...
}
public ActionResult SignIn(LoginInputModel input) {
   ...
}
```

In the latter case, the `LoginInputModel` class will have public properties whose names match the names of uploaded parameters:

```csharp
public class LoginInputModel {
   public string UserName { get; set; }
   public string Password { get; set; }
   public bool RememberMe { get; set; }
}
```
The input model carries data in the core of the system in a way that aligns one-to-one with the expectations of the user interface. Employing an input model makes it easier to design the user interface in a strongly business-oriented way. The application layer (shown in Figure 5-3) then takes care of unpacking any data and consuming it as appropriate.

The view model

Any request gets a response and, more often than not, the response you get from ASP.NET MVC is an HTML view. (Admittedly, this is not the only option, but it’s still quite the most common.) In ASP.NET MVC, the creation of an HTML view is governed by the controller, which invokes the back end of the system and gets back some response. It then selects the HTML template to use and passes the HTML template and data to an ad-hoc system component—the view engine—which will mix the template and data and produce the markup for the browser.

In ASP.NET MVC, there are a few ways to pass data to the view engine that will be incorporated in the resulting view. You can use a public dictionary such as ViewData, a dynamic object such as ViewBag, or a made-to-measure class that collects all properties to pass. Any class you create to carry data to be incorporated in the response contributes to creating the view model. The application layer is the layer that receives input-model classes and returns view-model classes:

```csharp
public ActionResult Edit(LoginInputModel input)
{
    var model = _applicationLayer.GetSomeDataForNextView(input);
    return View(model);
}
```

More and more, in the future the ideal format for persistence will be different from the ideal format for presentation. The presentation layer is responsible for defining the clear boundaries of acceptable data, and the application layer is responsible for accepting and providing data in just those formats. If you take this approach extensively, you then fall in line with the principles outlined in Chapter 3 regarding UX-driven software design.

Note Putting the presentation layer at the center is an approach that pays off whether you use a server-side approach to the building of the web solution or a client-side solution.

The application layer

To carry on business operations, the presentation layer needs a reference to the back end of the system. The shape and color of the entry point in the business layer of the application depends on how you actually organized that.
In an ASP.NET MVC solution, you can call the infrastructure layer directly from the controller via a few repository classes. Generally, though, you want to have an intermediate layer or two in between controllers (for example, as part of the presentation layer) and repositories (for example, as part of the infrastructure layer). Have a look at Figure 5-4.

As you can see from the picture, you can access repositories from within controllers, but that’s just a way to simplify things when the simplification of the design doesn’t end up adding more pain than gain. A layered architecture is generally based on four logical layers. Each layer has its own place, and if you don’t use any it should be because you have good reasons (mostly because of simplification) to do that.

**Entry point in the system’s back end**

Each interactive element of the user interface (for example, buttons) triggers an action in the back end of the system. In some simple scenarios, the action that follows some user’s clicking takes just one step to conclude. More realistically, though, the user’s clicking triggers something like a workflow.

The application layer is the entry point in the back end of the system and the point of contact between the presentation and back end. The application layer consists of methods bound in an almost one-to-one fashion to the use-cases of the presentation layer. You can group methods in any way that makes sense to you.

I tend to organize application-layer methods in classes that go hand in hand with controller classes. In this way, the OrderController class, for example, has its own private instance of an OrderService class. (See Figure 5-4.)

Methods in the OrderService class get classes in the input model and return classes from the view model. Internally, this class performs any necessary transformation to make data render nicely on the presentation and be ready for processing in the back end.
**Note** I suggest you apply the same logic that leads you to split functions on controller classes to create application-layer classes. On the other hand, user requests are mapped to controller actions and controller actions should be mapped to business processes orchestrated in the application layer. However, it is acceptable for you to use a custom mapping of methods onto classes if that helps you achieve a higher level of reusability, especially when multiple presentation front ends are involved.

**Orchestration of business processes**

The primary purpose of the application layer is abstracting business processes as users perceive them and mapping those processes to the hidden and protected assets of the application's back end. In an e-commerce system, for example, the user expects a shopping cart, but the physical data model might have no entity like the shopping cart. The application layer sits in between the presentation and the back end and performs any necessary transformation.

Accepting an order is typically a multistep workflow and never a single step. If it's a single step, you might not find any benefit in passing through the application layer. Otherwise, the application layer helps immensely to keep workflows distinct from business rules and domain-specific processes. To better understand the difference between application logic and domain logic, consider the following example from a banking scenario.

As a customer, you can talk to a teller and ask to deposit a paper check. Ultimately, some money will be withdrawn from one account and added to another one. But actual processes might be quite different. At a minimum, the teller will go through a process that first places a request to the issuing bank and then adds some money to your account. So you have two operations:

- Cash check from a bank.
- Add money to a bank account.

Both operations are domain-level operations, and both are core tasks of the business domain. The combination of the two, on the other hand, is a workflow that is bound to a specific use-case of the presentation layer—letting users deposit a check. The resulting workflow represents a statement like “Deposit a check” and, depending on the implementation and external services involved, might or might not be a core domain operation. That’s an architectural decision after all.

Splitting the business logic into application and domain logic gives you the logical tools to better model the business logic as close as possible to the real world and, more than everything else, close to the user’s expectations.

**Note** These days, the user experience is more important than it once was for the success of any application at any level of complexity. So, to provide an excellent user experience, the golden rule is, “You better have an application layer.”
The domain layer

Any software—even the simplest data-entry application—is written against a business domain. Each business domain has its own rules. The number of rules is sometimes close to zero, but as an architect you should always reserve room for a collection of business rules. Finally, each business domain exposes a sort of an application programming interface (API). The way in which the presentation allows end users to interact with such an API—use-cases—determines the application layer.

In a nutshell, the domain layer hosts the entire business logic that is not specific to one or more use-cases. Typically, the domain layer consists of a model (known as the domain model) and possibly a family of services (known as domain services).

The mythical domain model

Frankly, I find that there’s a lot of confusion around the intended role and purpose of the domain model. Abstractly speaking, the domain model is a plain software model that helps render the business domain. The software model can be defined using an object-oriented paradigm (the most common scenario) or any other approach you might find appropriate, such as the functional paradigm. The domain model is the place where you implement the business rules and common, reusable business processes.

Even when you use an object-oriented paradigm, the domain model might or might not be a plain entity-relationship model and might or might not have a one-to-one relationship with the persistence model. The domain model is not strictly related to persistence; the domain model must serve the supreme purpose of implementing business rules. Persistence comes next and is one of the concerns of the infrastructure layer.

In terms of technologies, there’s a lot of hype about Entity Framework Code First, which makes it easy to create your classes and then instruct the runtime to create database tables accordingly. This is not domain modeling—it’s persistence modeling. As an architect, you should be well aware of logical layers: domain models are a different thing than persistence models. However, the two models can match—and usually match in simpler scenarios—and this brings Entity Framework Code First into play.

In a domain model that focuses on the logic and business rules, inevitably you have classes with factories, methods, and read-only properties. Factories, more than constructors, let you express the logic necessary to create new instances. Methods are the only way to alter the state of the system according to business tasks and actions. Properties are simply a way to read the current state of an instance of the domain model.

An object-oriented domain model is not necessarily an entity relationship model. It can be simply a collection of sparse and loose classes that contain data and store any behavior in separate classes with only methods. A model with entities devoid of any significant behavior—that is, mere data structures—form an anemic domain model.
A domain model lives in memory and is, to a great extent, stateless. Yet, some business-relevant actions require database reads and writes. Any interaction with the database—including the canonical example of determining whether a given customer has reached the status of “gold” customer (whatever that means in the business)—should happen outside the domain model. It should occur within the domain layer. This is why, along with a domain model, the domain layer should also feature domain services.

**The equally mythical concept of domain services**

It’s quite simple to explain what a domain model is. Typically, developers nearly instantaneously and completely understand the concept of a software model that renders a business domain. The trouble emerges at a later time when you insist on the ideal separation between domain and persistence.

The point is that a significant part of the business logic is related to the manipulation of information that is persistently saved in some data store or held and controlled by some external web services. In an e-commerce system, to determine whether a customer has reached the status of gold customer, you need to count the amount of orders placed in a given timeframe and compare it to a selected range of products. The output of such a complex calculation is a plain Boolean value that you store in a fresh instance of the Customer domain-model class. Yet you still have a lot of work to do to get that value.

Which module is in charge of that?

Domain service is the umbrella under which a number of helper classes fall. A *domain service* is a class that performs reusable tasks related to the business logic, and it performs them around the classes in the domain model that implement business rules. Classes in the domain services segment have free access to the infrastructure layer, including databases and external services. A domain service, for example, orchestrates repositories—plain classes that perform CRUD operations on entities in the persistence model.

A simple rule for domain services is that you have such a domain service class for any piece of logic you need that requires access to external resources, including databases.

**A more pragmatic view of domain modeling**

I’ve probably been too rigorous and abstract in describing the domain layer. Whatever I stated is correct, but in the real world you often apply some degree of simplification. Simplification is never a bad thing, as long as you know exactly which logical layers you are removing for simplicity. If you look at a simplified model, you risk missing some important architectural points that exist even though they might be overkill in that scenario.

There are two terms I need to further explain here in the context of simplifying the architecture of the domain layer: *aggregates* and *repositories*.

Both terms have some DDD heritage. An *aggregate* is a whole formed by combining one or more distinct domain objects that are relevant in the business. It’s a logical grouping you apply to simplify
the management of the business domain by working with fewer coarse-grained objects. For example, you don’t need to have a separate set of functions to deal with the items of an order. Order items make little sense without an order; therefore, orders and order items typically go in the same aggregate. Also, products might be used in the context of an order but, unlike order items, a product might also be acted on outside of orders—for example, when users view the product description before buying.

A repository is a component that manages the persistence of a relevant domain object or aggregation of domain objects. You can assign repositories any programming you like, though many developers design these classes around a type $T$ being a relevant domain type.

In DDD domain modeling, the concept of an aggregate is a key concept. The vision I’m trying to convey here is more task-oriented and subsequently less centered on entities. The role of an aggregate, therefore, loses importance in the context of the domain layer but remains central in the realm of the infrastructure layer.

In the domain layer, you should focus on classes that express business rules and processes. You should not aim at identifying aggregations of data to persist. Any aggregation you identify should simply descend from your business understanding and modeling. Next, you have the problem of persisting the state of the system.

And when it comes to this, you have at least two options. One option is the classic persistence of the last-known-good-state of the system; the other option is the emerging approach known as event sourcing, in which you just save what happened and describe what has happened and any data involved. In the former case, you need aggregates. In the latter case, you might not need aggregates as a way to keep related data together in the description of the event that has happened.

### The infrastructure layer

The infrastructure layer is anything related to using concrete technologies, whether it’s data persistence (ORM frameworks like Entity Framework), external web services, specific security API, logging, tracing, IoC containers, caching, and more.

The most prominent component of the infrastructure layer is the persistence layer—nothing more than the old-faithful data-access layer, possibly extended to cover a few data sources other than plain relational data stores. The persistence layer knows how to read or save data and is made of repository classes.

### Current state storage

If you use the classic approach of storing the current state of the system, you’ll need one repository class for each relevant group of entities—this is the aggregate concept. By group of entities, I mean entities that always go together like orders and order items.
The structure of a repository can be CRUD-like, meaning you have Save, Delete, and Get methods on a generic type \( T \) and work with predicates to query ad hoc sections of data. Nothing prevents you from giving your repository a remote procedure call (RPC) style with methods that reflect actions—whether the actions are reads, deletes, or insertions—that serve the business purpose.

I usually summarize this by saying that there’s no wrong way to write a repository. Technically, a repository is part of the infrastructure layer. However, from the perspective of simplifying things, a repository can be seen as a domain service and can be exposed up to the application layer so that the application can better orchestrate complex application-level workflows.

**Event stores**

I would bet that event sourcing will have a dramatic impact on the way we write software. As discussed in Chapter 2, “Selecting the supporting architecture,” event sourcing involves using events as the primary data source of the application.

Event sourcing is not necessarily useful for all application. In fact, developers blissfully ignored it for decades. Today, however, more and more domain experts need to track the sequence of events the software can produce. You can’t do this with a storage philosophy centered on saving the current state. When events are the primary data source of your application, a few things change and the need for new tools emerges.

Event sourcing has an impact on two aspects: persistence and queries. **Persistence** is characterized by three core operations: insert, update, and delete. In an event-sourcing scenario, insert is nearly the same as in a classic system that persists the current state of entities. The system receives a request and writes a new event to the store. The event contains its own unique identifier (for example, a GUID), a type name or code that identifies the type of the event, a timestamp, and associated information such as the content that makes up the data entity being created. The update exists in another insert in the same container of data entities. The new entry simply indicates the data—which properties has changed, the new value and, if relevant in the business domain, why and how it changed. Once an update has been performed, the data store evolves as in Figure 5-5.

![Figure 5-5](image.png)

**FIGURE 5-5** A new record to indicate the update to the book entity with ID #1
The delete operation works in the same way as an update except that it has different type information.

Making updates in an event-based data store immediately creates a few issues when it comes to queries. How do you get to know if a given record exists or, if it exists, what its current state is? That requires an ad hoc layer for queries that conceptually selects all records with a matching ID and then analyzes the data-set event after the event. For example, it could create a new data entity based on the content of the Created event and then replay all successive steps and return what remains at the end of the stream. This technique is known as event replay.

The plain replay of events to rebuild the state might raise some concerns about performance because of the possible huge number of events to process. The problem is easy to understand if you think of the list of events that make up the history of a bank account. As a customer, you probably opened the bank account a few years back and went through hundreds of operations per year. In this context, is it acceptable to process hundreds of events every time you want to see the current balance? The theory of event sourcing has workarounds for this scenario, the most important of which consists of creating snapshots. A snapshot is a record that saves the known state of the entity at any given time. In this way, to get the current balance you process only the events recorded since the latest snapshot was taken.

Event sourcing gives architects and domain experts a lot more power to design effective solutions, but for the time being it requires a lot of extra work to create and operate the necessary infrastructure. Event sourcing requires a new family of tools—event stores. An event store is another type of database with a public API and a programming language tailor-made for event data items.

Caching layers

Not all data you have in a system changes at the same rate. In light of this, it makes little sense to ask the database server to read unchanged data each and every time a request comes in. At the same time, in a web application requests come in concurrently. Many requests might hit the web server in a second, and many of those concurrent requests might request the same page. Why shouldn’t you cache that page or at least the data it consumes?

Very few applications can’t survive a second or two of data caching. In a high-traffic site, a second or two can make the difference. So caching, in many situations, has become an additional layer built around ad hoc frameworks (actually, in-memory databases), such as Memcached, ScaleOut, or NCache.

External services

Yet another scenario for the infrastructure layer is when data is accessible only through web services. A good example of this scenario is when the web application lives on top of some customer relationship management (CRM) software or has to consume proprietary company services. The infrastructure layer, in general, is responsible for wrapping external services as appropriate.
In summary, architecturally speaking, these days we really like to think of an infrastructure layer rather than a plain data-access layer that wraps up a relational database. Caching, services, and events are all emerging or consolidated aspects of a system, and they work side by side with plain persistence.

Summary

Software will never be what it was some 10 years ago. Software is destined to be more and more integrated with real life. For this to happen—and it will happen—we have to revisit our architectural principles and change some of them.

In this chapter, I presented a general and generic architecture that can be adapted to any type of software you might write today. It’s an evolutionary phase of the classic multitier architecture we grew up with. Although it apparently adds only an extra layer, it has a deep impact on the way we think and do things.

I encourage you to form a clear picture of the purpose of the layered architecture and all its parts before you move further into the book. The issue I see is not that you might miss the point of what a layered architecture represents. That’s well-known, at least at a big-picture level. It’s the little-known details of the layered architecture—the parts subject to simplification—that represent the sore point and the aspects of the architecture I recommend you spend some time on. Even spending time to decide you don’t need those parts is more productive than ignoring them.
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